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ON A MISSION…
To make learning the hard stuff fun, 
by creating ‘things to think with’ and 
‘spaces’ for generative play.
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When we bring ideas into the world 
(in a thoughtful, structured way) 
we extend our ability to think about 
and discuss complex topics.



Holds information  
in a way that: 

• supports 
reflection  

• Reveals 
patterns

Nc3 Ne7 

e4 e5

f4 exf4

Bc4 d5

Kf1 g5

Bxd5 Qh4+

offers a Record of 
information we can 

refer back to

+ interactions 
allow us to extend 
our thinking and see 
more possibilities

Requires  serious 
concentration and 
recall of all that 

has been said

was that previous 
move Queen to Bishop 

third?

Rook takes 
Kings pawn

supports More  
complex thinking!
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• supports 
reflection  
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offers a Record of 
information we can 

refer back to

+ interactions 
allow us to extend 
our thinking and see 
more possibilities
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Now, Think about the last serious disagreement you got into…

…or a big decision that you recently made

supports More  
complex thinking!
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The value of tools  
to bring people into dialogue  
around complex issues.TH

EM
E:



Multiply 2 x 3.
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QUINNS: Do you guys do this… where if you're playing 
a Eurogame where you have like 3 different resources 
and 4 tracks and all of this junk, you'll move the 
physical objects that you own around like prompts. Like 
if I really want to use a card I'll put it in a certain place in 
your hand… 

MATT: Yeah.. I'll put these cards here because I know 
I'll do that with it there. 

https://www.shutupandsitdown.com/podcastle/podcast-107-the-city-of-the-pork-shoulders/

https://www.shutupandsitdown.com/podcastle/podcast-107-the-city-of-the-pork-shoulders/
https://www.shutupandsitdown.com/podcastle/podcast-107-the-city-of-the-pork-shoulders/
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C O G N I T I O N

“Let’s plan the next sprint.”

Prior 
Associations

Interactions

External 
Representations

the coordination of…



WHY?



…create persistent, 
shareable structures: 

• Are persistent structures.

• Can be shared with others

• Can represent literal as we! as  
conceptual ideas.

…provide perceptual, 
computational 
benefits: 

• Relieve our short term memory

• Help us to spot patterns

• Are powerful as mental 
construction tools.

…allow us to more 
easily interact with 
information: 

• Can be modified.

• Can be rearranged (making it 
easier to explore many options)

• Can be “reformulated”

EXTERNAL VISUAL TOOLS…

WHY?
…frame the 
conversation 

• Align us to specific outcomes

• Define boundaries within which 
we explore

• Direct us to think in one or 
several different ways

…accelerate 
collective learning!



C O G N I T I O N

Prior 
Associations

Interactions

External 
Representations

the coordination of…



Prior 
Associations

InteractionsExternal 
Representations

Spatial PositioningVisual Encodings
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When we bring ideas into the world 
(in a thoughtful, structured way) 
we extend our ability to think about 
and discuss complex topics.



Meeting A Meeting B

What do you see?
(THINKING ABOUT COGNITION) 



THEORY 
EXAMPLES?

✔
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(Polarity Mapping)

How do we discuss 
competing priorities?



“ It feels like no cares about user research, 

or leaves room for good, thoughtful design. 

We talk about how important users are, 

but our processes are all about shipping 

features—as quickly as possible—with the 

promise that we’ll make it better in the 

future. To be frank, I’m not proud of the 

work I've done. We’re building the wrong 

things; most of it is stuff only the business 

cares about.”

#UX

“ The design team wants to slow everything 

down. Right now, we need to move fast 

and get a pilot in market—ASAP. We can 

learn along the way. As it is, teams spend 

too much time in research. We need more 

execution.”
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a dilemma that is 
ongoing, 

unsolvable and 
contains seemingly 

opposing ideas

something that can 
have a right — or 
best — answer; a 
solution exists

two ideas are directly 
opposed and in conflict

two ideas are complementary 
and interdependent

either/or

both/and

A Problem… Or a Polarity?



Should we focus on Innovation or Efficiency? 

Should we prioritize Delivery or Quality?

Growth vs. Consolidation?

Short-term Gains vs. Long-term Organic Growth?

Centralization vs. Decentralization

Change vs. Stability?

Empathy or Toughness?

Keeping Control or Empowering Others?

Generalist or Specialist?



Polarities are not a problem to be solved, but rather a paradox to be balanced.



“Think of it like breathing. Breathing isn’t a choice 
between inhaling or exhaling. If you inhale to the 
exclusion of exhaling, the negative results show up 
quickly. And the reverse is also true. The polarity 
approach says, we must both inhale and exhale.”

Polarities are not a problem to be solved, but rather a paradox to be balanced.
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When we bring ideas into the world 
(in a thoughtful, structured way) 
we extend our ability to think about 
and discuss complex topics.



Mind if I geek 
out about cards?





Discrete (non-linear) units of information

Value of (Physical) Cards?

can be organized in different ways

can be manipulated in different ways





Let’s level up…



Spotting Bad Problem 
Statements
(card Flip supports ‘check yourself’)



Talk

…plus a Bingo Sheet!

Card Deck



Every card has two sides:

side a: an 
example Bad 
Problem 
statement

side b: bad Problem  
statement Definition





From Passive Learning…

…To Active Learning

THE REAL TAKEAWAY: 

C O G N I T I O N

C O G N I T I O N



F 
l 
i 
p

F 
l 
i 
p

 PATTERN / ‘Flip’



Distinguishing Between 
 Facts and Beliefs
(Sorting spurs dialogue)





Fact or Belief ?
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Fact or Belief ?

Stephen gave 
the worst talk 
ever at TorCHI!

Stephen used 
slides in his talk



Fact or Belief ?

To be successful, 
this project needs 
3 people, minimum



Fact or Belief ?

I was excluded 
from that meeting



Fact or Belief ?

Our research 
does not support 
this decision



Fact or Belief ?

The new leader 
does not support 
this initiative



Fact or Belief ?

This culture is 
resistant to change







From Passive Learning…

…To Active Learning

THE REAL TAKEAWAY: 

C O G N I T I O N

C O G N I T I O N



Stack a Stack B

 PATTERN / ‘Forced sorting’



The Thing from 
the Future
(combinatoreal creativity 
supports idea generation)







A pre-defined set of constraints  
used to channel brainstorming about  
objects from possible futures:

TERRAIN cards describe contexts, 
places, and topic areas. In a completed 
prompt, the terrain card describes 
where – physically or conceptually – the 
thing from the future might be found. 
Two terrains appear on each card in 
order to provide richer possibilities for 
the deck.

OBJECT cards describe the basic form 
of the thing from the future. 

MOOD cards describe emotions that the 
thing from the future might evoke in an 
observer from the present. 

ARC cards broadly describe different 
kinds of possible futures. The main (top) 
text of each Arc card specifies one of 
four generic images of alternative 
futures. The bottom text on each Arc 
card describes the “time horizon” — the 
distance into the future that players must 
project their imaginations.



v1.0 v2.0



+simpler structure (just three suits) 

+addition of a mad-libs phrase  
(formed by sequencing the three card types)

“In a {keyword} future, there is a {keyword} related to {keyword}. What is it?”



MACRO MESO MICRO
(type of scenario; Future, 
formerly Arc)

meso (geographic or 
thematic area of interest; 
Theme; formerly Terrain)

(the unit of cultural output, and 
focal point of the description you 
create; Thing; formerly Object). 

++ a well-considered structure of constraints, that 
offers “three complementary levels of abstraction…”

“In a {keyword} future, there is a {keyword} related to {keyword}. What is it?”



+Both versions use constraints to facilitate brainstorming, 
but in subtly different ways:

version 1.0 felt like an exercise in “combinatorial creativity,” 
where You are challenged to imagine something based on four 
random things.

What’s the 
connection?!

With version 2.0, these constraints feel more natural, 
with one constraint leading into the next, leaving 
you to imagine what follows:

?



 

http://situationlab.org/project/the-thing-from-the-future/



Suit a Suit B

 PATTERN / ‘Forced Combination’

Suit c

+ + =



Personalizing your 
Yoga Workout!
(Index cards allow a one to many relationship)





INdex Cards content Cards

 PATTERN / ‘Recipe’

1 2 4

8 10 17

2 3 4

7 8 12

15 23 40

7 11 14

15 18 19

36 40

1 2 3 4 5



Why all this is 
interesting…  
(to me!)















 PATTERN / ‘Flip’

 PATTERN / ‘Pairing’

 PATTERN / ‘Saturation’

 PATTERN / ‘???’

?
Games Work Context
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When we bring ideas into the world 
(in a thoughtful, structured way) 
we extend our ability to think about 
and discuss complex topics.





A community of  working professionals  
who share and create ‘things to think with’.

The Mighty Minds Club

TheMightyMindsClub.com



Thanks!

Stephen P. Anderson
@stephenandersont •  stephen@poetpainter.com

mailto:stephen@poetpainter.com
mailto:stephen@poetpainter.com


Cynefin

How do we assess a situation 
and make decisions?



Clear Complicated Complex Chaotic

tic tac toe chess poker Children’s play

Ordered Unordered

sense 
categorize 
respond

sense 
analyze 
respond

probe 
sense 

respond

act 
sense 

respond

cause and effect are known or can be discovered cause and effect can be deduced only with hindsight or not at all



“What’s Worth Doing” Cards

How do I reflect on purpose and career goals?



“ I’m trying to figure out what’s next for me. 

What I’ve been doing no longer excites me. 

But, I’m not sure what I want to do.

#UX



What's Worth Doing? Cards 
for your next step. 
What's Worth Doing is a deck of cards 
created by friends from Stanford, MIT, 
IDEO, and Experience Institute to help 
you with life's big and small decisions. 

The tool uses a simple hexagon shape 
to help you create a mind map around 
three main questions: (1) 
What challenges do you want to 
address? (2) What kind of people do you 
enjoy working with? (3) What do you like 
to make?    

You'll be challenged to sort through 85 
cards quickly and then draw 
connections across your mind map to 
see what types of interesting and 
meaningful projects you might do next. 

The cards help you navigate transitions 
and dive deeper into your work by 
designing small projects that allow you 
to learn, grow, and change your life, 
work, or world for the better. 



https://store.expinstitute.com/collections/catalog/products/whats-worth-doing-pre-sale

https://store.expinstitute.com/collections/catalog/products/whats-worth-doing-pre-sale
https://store.expinstitute.com/collections/catalog/products/whats-worth-doing-pre-sale

